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Ba Zi Expert Review Summary
[1.] Sample Male Person, Male - 22 Oct 1979 at 5.00 p.m. to 6.59 p.m.
Lunar Calender: 1979, 9th month, 2 day





Birth Element: Weak Water
Favourable Element: Metal (white/gold), Water (blue/black/gray)
Unfavourable Element: Earth (yellow), Wood (green/brown)
Wealth Element: Fire (red)

NOTE: Wealth element auspicious only if you are a Strong Water, otherwise it will bring you lots of problem

This is a very important concept for you to improve your luck.
Five element can be applied in many ways, but most important is the Colours of any objects etc.


Your Overall Best Ba Zi & Eight House Combine Direction
ie. suitable to both ba zi and eight house: Favourable
 Water - Health - North
 Unfavourable
 Earth - Irritation - North-East
 Earth - Disaster - South-West
 Average (ie. either bazi or eight house wasn't suitable)
 Metal - Spook - North-West
 Metal - Death - West
 Wood - Excellent - East
 Wood - Longevity - South-East
 Fire - Prosperity - South
 Earth - Disaster - South-West



Your Home (Ba Zi / Macro Application)
ie. a suitable house element. House element is determined by the facing of the house.: Favourable
 Metal - North-West/West
 Water - North
 Unfavourable
 Earth - North-East/South-West
 Wood - East/South-East
 Fire - South



Your Suitable Direction/Sector (Eight House / Micro Application)
ie. which sector is good for you to study/work/sleep:SPECIAL NOTE:
1. This is based on Eight House (YEAR) of birth, most important is to ensure that the Death and Diaster are avoided even
if the Ba Zi direction is favourable.
2. Eight House most suitable to apply in small bedroom, while ba zi more for like North of Singapore.




Favourable
 Health - North
 Excellent - East
 Prosperity - South
 Longevity - South-East
Unfavourable
 Spook - North-West
 Irritation - North-East
 Death - West
 Disaster - South-West
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Your Bedroom decor
ie. shades of colours and furniture colours: Favourable
 Metal - white/gold
 Water - blue/black/gray
 Unfavourable
 Earth - yellow
 Wood - green/brown
 Fire - red



Your personal objects / dressing
ie. shades of colours: Favourable
 Metal - white/gold
 Water - blue/black/gray
 Unfavourable
 Earth - yellow
 Wood - green/brown
 Fire - red



Your career/business
ie. a Job/Business favourable for you are: Favourable
 Metal - Accountancy, Banking, Investment, etc
 Water - Advertising, Arts, Communications, etc
 Unfavourable
 Earth - Customer Relations, Constructions, Games, etc
 Wood - Engineering, Filming, Hospital, etc
 Fire - Marketing, Sales, Fashion, etc
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Here is a reference link to the different five element and careers/business:URL: http://talk.geomancy.net


People around you
ie. your family your friends etc.
 Favourable
 Strong Metal, weak Water person
 Unfavourable
 weak Wood, Strong Earth person



Your Compatible Animal Signs
ie. compatible animal signs for partner: Excellent - Rabbit, Horse, Pig
 Avoid - Rat, Ox, Dog



Your Travel Direction
ie. a good direction for any major travel plans: Favourable
 Metal - North-West/West
 Water - North
 Unfavourable
 Earth - North-East/South-West
 Wood - East/South-East
 Fire - South
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Your Chinese name
ie. a good name would help to increase your weak element. This is especially so for
newborn child, as your name is frequently used during your school days. For adults, it is
best to rely on other areas listed above rather than attempting to change your name.

Your Luck period also changes every 10-years, 5-years, 1-year, 6-months, 1-month, day and hour
depending on the element for that time preiod. So you will find that in every period, your luck
changes up and down. Thus, you should take advantage of those good luck period for doing any
important events in your life.
How do I make use of this information to improve my luck?
Simply make sure as many areas of your life falls under your favourable element: Such as wearing favourable colours or having room decor colours in your favourable
elements. For example, Metal element colours (ie. white/gold). This will ensure that
as you go out or stay in your room, your luck will be boosted by your favourable
elements.
 Or making sure your career/business industry or job sccope falls under your
favourable career element. For example, Water element careers (ie. Advertising,
Arts, Communications). This will ensure that your career/business element will suit
you, thus helping you in your career.
The more elements in your favour in different areas of your life, the better your overall luck.

Your Five Element Breakdown
1 Extremely Weak
1 Weakest Wood
Water

1%

3%

0 Weak Fire

9 Strongest Earth

1 Strong Metal

0%

86%

7%

This tells me that you are a Weak Water because of too little Water (1%) and Metal (7%). Your
element is born in a season which is makes Water Element Extremely Weak. Thus, influencing
the element strength of the other five element elements. The percentage of each element is
considered after considering the seasonal strength and the number of that element present.
Thus, your favourable elements are Metal (7%) and Water (1%) Elements. Fire (0%) is your
wealth element. However, as you are a Weak Water, you first need to be stronger in order to
control your wealth element. Based on the percentage of the Five Element of each of your
favourable element. You should attempt to enhance the favourable element with least percentage,
followed by the favourable element with the next lowest percentage.
As Weak Water, your favourable elements are Metal (7%) / Water (1%) .



Water (1%) is your most favourable element.
Metal (7%) is your next most favourable element.

Your unfavourable elements are Earth (86%) / Wood (3%) / Fire (0%).




Earth (86%) is your most unfavourable element. As you have way too much of Earth, it is
best to avoid it as much as possible.
Wood (3%) is your next unfavourable element.
Fire (0%) is your least unfavourable element.

You have a very unbalanced Five Element distribution. Often, this produces signs of a person with
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several possible health problems.
You have 0% Fire element. This often signify possible Health related problems to the Heart
and Brain.
You have 86% Earth element. This often signify possible Health related problems to the
Stomach and Intestine. Having too much Earth may sometimes lead to indirect health
issues related to Kidney and Sex Organ (Water element).
The ideal balance of each element is generally 20% of each element. However, it is difficult to
achieve exactly 20% of each element. This is because it is difficult to know exactly how much of
each element you have at any point in time. So as long as you have more of your favourable
elements, you will improve your balance and harmony.

Your Ten Deities & Key Characteristics
Earned Wealth
(zheng cai)

Authority
(zheng guan)

Main Funds
(zheng yin)

Intelligence
(shang guan)

Competitor
(jie cai)

4

4

5

2

1

Unexpected Wealth
(pian cai)

Determination
(qi sha)

Unexpected Funds
(pian yin)

Emotional Intelligence
(shi shen)

Friend
(bi jian)

0

3

0

2

0

Your wealth deities are at 4/0. You have fairly good Earned Wealth opportunities which you can
take advantage should you work hard.
You have a good leadership quality skills. You have a strong determined who gets things done if
you decide on it.
You are blessed with certain amount of hidden talents or skills. Exactly what kind of talents, you
will discover it in time.
You will find rather good prospect if you work for others as opposed to being your own boss.
Otherwise, there isn’t anything significant to point out.

Your Current 10-Year Luck Period for Age 24 - 33 (2003 - 2012)
[2003-2012] (xin-wei) => 10-Yearly Big Wealth Luck Against You
Creative Work or Influences Influence: Wei


[2003-2007] => 5-Yearly Medium Luck with You
 [2003] (gui-wei) => Bad Year with Yearly Small Wealth Luck Against You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => very auspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => a little inauspicious.
Creative Work or Influences Influence: Wei


[2004] (jia-shen) => Very Good Year with Yearly Small Luck with You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => a little inauspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => very auspicious.
Possible Career Change / Change of Location: Shen
Nobleman Stars available to help you: Zi & Shen



[2005] (yi-you) => Average Year with Yearly Small Luck with You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => a little inauspicious.
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6 Month [Jul-Dec] => very auspicious.
Academic / Study Influences: You
Possible to make Friends / Romance



[2006] (bing-shu) => Bad Year with Yearly Small Luck with You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => a little auspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => a little inauspicious.
Heavenly Stem Clash: bing-ren
Be extra careful with your money / finances.
Be extra careful of unexpected money loss.
Creative Work or Influences Influence: Shu

[2007] (ding-hai) => Good Year with Yearly Small Luck with You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => a little auspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => very auspicious.
[2008-2012] => 5-Yearly Medium Luck Against You




Earthly Branch Punishment: wei-shu


[2008] (wu-zi) => Average Year with Yearly Small Luck with You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => very inauspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => a little auspicious.
Possible Romance Encounter: Zi
Nobleman Stars available to help you: Zi & Shen



[2009] (ji-chou) => Very Bad Year with Yearly Small Luck with You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => very inauspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => very inauspicious.
Earthly Branch Clash: chou-wei
Do be particularly careful in your career.



[2010] (geng-yin) => Good Year with Yearly Small Luck Against You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => a little auspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => very inauspicious.
Heavenly Stem Clash: jia-geng
Be careful about your health especially for accidents.
Academic / Study Influences: Yin



[2011] (xin-mao) => Good Year with Yearly Small Luck Against You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => a little auspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => very inauspicious.
Possible Romance Encounter: Mao
Nobleman Stars available to help you: Mao & Si



[2012] (ren-chen) => Bad Year with Yearly Small Luck Against You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => a little auspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => very inauspicious.
Earthly Branch Clash: chen-shu
Do be particularly careful in your career.
Be careful about your health.
Possible to make Friends / Romance

Your current 10-Yearly (2003-2012) Big Luck has Wealth Luck Against You.
Luckily, your 1st 5-Yearly (2003-2007) Medium Luck has Luck with You. So this isn't the worst 5yearly luck for you within this 10-year.





Very Good Years: 2004
Good Years: 2007
Average Years: 2005
Bad Years: 2003 2006

Your 2nd 5-Yearly (2008-2012) Medium Luck has Luck Against You. This means this luck period
is generally inauspicious for you. You will find that things somehow doesn't go as smoothly for
you no matter how much effort you put in.



Good Years: 2010 2011
Average Years: 2008
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Bad Years: 2012
Very Bad Years: 2009

Luckily for you, there isn't any major clash during this period to make it even worst for you.
You have some creative work influence star which will help you in your career during this period.





Minor Yearly Nobleman Luck in [2004] [2008*] [2011]
Minor Yearly Career Movement Luck in [2004]
Minor Yearly Romance Luck in [2008*] [2011]
Minor Yearly Academic Luck in [2005*] [2010]
NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year, so expect adverse effect on the Career /
Romance / Academic Luck.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year, so must be extra careful else you get adverse effect on the
Career / Romance / Academic Luck.

Otherwise, nothing major to point out from your current luck period.

Your Next 10-Year Luck Period for Age 34 - 43 (2013 - 2022)
[2013-2022] (geng-wu) => 10-Yearly Big Wealth Luck Against You
Be extra careful with your money / finances.
Be careful about your health especially for accidents.


[2013-2017] => 5-Yearly Medium Luck with You
Heavenly Stem Join: yi-geng
Heavenly Stem Clash: jia-geng


[2013] (gui-si) => is a Very Good Year with Yearly Small Wealth Luck Against
You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => very auspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => a little auspicious.
Possible Career Change / Change of Location: Si
Nobleman Stars available to help you: Mao & Si





[2014] (jia-wu) => is a Good Year with Yearly Small Wealth Luck Against You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => a little inauspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => a little auspicious.
[2015] (yi-wei) => is a Bad Year with Yearly Small Wealth Luck Against You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => a little inauspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => a little inauspicious.
Creative Work or Influences Influence: Wei
Possible to make Friends / Romance



[2016] (bing-shen) => is a Very Good Year with Yearly Small Luck with You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => a little auspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => very auspicious.
Heavenly Stem Clash: bing-ren
Be extra careful with your money / finances.
Be extra careful of unexpected money loss.
Possible Career Change / Change of Location: Shen
Nobleman Stars available to help you: Zi & Shen



[2017] (ding-you) => is a Average Year with Yearly Small Luck with You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => a little auspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => very auspicious.
Academic / Study Influences: You



[2018-2022] => 5-Yearly Medium Wealth Luck Against You
Earthly Branch Double Combination: wu-wei
This changes wu earthly branch's element from Fire to Wood.
Earthly Branch Self Punishment: wu


[2018] (wu-shu) => is a Bad Year with Yearly Small Luck with You
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6 Month [Jan-Jun] => very inauspicious (possible wealth loss).
6 Month [Jul-Dec] => very inauspicious (possible wealth loss).
Creative Work or Influences Influence: Shu





[2019] (ji-hai) => is a Good Year with Yearly Small Luck with You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => very inauspicious (possible wealth loss).
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => averagely auspicious.
[2020] (geng-zi) => is a Average Year with Yearly Small Luck with You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => averagely auspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => averagely auspicious.
Heavenly Stem Clash: jia-geng
Be careful about your health especially for accidents.
Possible Romance Encounter: Zi
Nobleman Stars available to help you: Zi & Shen



[2021] (xin-chou) => is a Very Bad Year with Yearly Small Luck with You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => averagely auspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => very inauspicious (possible wealth loss).
Earthly Branch Clash: chou-wei
Be extra careful of unexpected money loss.
Be careful about your health.



[2022] (ren-yin) => is a Good Year with Yearly Small Luck Against You
 6 Month [Jan-Jun] => averagely auspicious.
 6 Month [Jul-Dec] => very inauspicious (possible wealth loss).
Academic / Study Influences: Yin
Possible to make Friends / Romance

Your current 10-Yearly (2013-2022) Big Luck has Wealth Luck Against You.
Luckily, your 1st 5-Yearly (2013-2017) Medium Luck has Luck with You. So this isn't the worst 5yearly luck for you within this 10-year.





Very Good Years: 2013 2016
Good Years: 2014
Average Years: 2017
Bad Years: 2015

Your 2nd 5-Yearly (2018-2022) Medium Luck has Wealth Luck Against You. This means this
luck period is generally inauspicious for you. You will find that things somehow doesn't go as
smoothly for you no matter how much effort you put in.





Good Years: 2019 2022
Average Years: 2020
Bad Years: 2018
Very Bad Years: 2021

Expect some difficulties during this period because there are clashes which are signs that there
will be some degree of problems during this period.



Be extra careful with your money / finances as there might be some losses.
Be careful about your health especially for accidents.

Best to exercise some degree of caution in this period and have more favourable elements to
boost your luck for the period.
Be prepared for some slight hiccups especially for any major event. However, once you
overcome it things will usually end well.


Minor Yearly Nobleman Luck in [2013] [2016] [2020*]
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Minor Yearly Career Movement Luck in [2013] [2016]
Minor Yearly Romance Luck in [2020*]
Minor Yearly Academic Luck in [2017*] [2022]
NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year, so expect adverse effect on the Career /
Romance / Academic Luck.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year, so must be extra careful else you get adverse effect on the
Career / Romance / Academic Luck.

Otherwise, nothing major to point out from your current luck period.

Analysis Breakdown by Health / Wealth / Career / Business etc
A. Overall
Unfortunately, you are considered a person with very little luck on your side. You have to
work extra hard on your own to be able to gain success. You also need to take care of your
health, as you have a chart that is likely to have some health issues. But as long as you
lead a healthy lifestyle, this should not be a major problem.
B. Health
As you have a slightly unbalanced chart, it does often mean that you do have to take extra
caution about your health. This is because most people with too little or too much of an
element often shows signs of health issues.
In your case, you have to be extra careful about health issues originating from:



Heart and Brain, due to 0% Fire element.
Stomach and Intestine, due to 86% Earth element.
Kidney and Sex Organ, may also be indirectly affected due to too much Earth
element.

However, as long as you maintain a health lifestyle (ie exercise and taking care of what you
eat), you can still minimise any Health Issues from occurring.
B1. Possible Health Issues
Here are the period which relate to your health. Be careful of during the years that
are in marked in red or green:








Minor Yearly Health Issues in (1983) (1984*) [1991**] (1992)
Minor Yearly Health Issues in (1993*) (1994**) [2001] (2002)
Major Health Issues [2003-2012], Especially in (2003**) (2004) [2011]
(2012**)
Minor Yearly Health Issues in (2013) (2014) [2021**] (2022)
Minor Yearly Health Issues in (2023) (2024**) [2031] (2032*)
Minor Yearly Health Issues in (2033**) (2034) [2041*] (2042**)
Minor Yearly Health Issues in (2043) (2044*) [2051**] (2052)
Minor Yearly Health Issues in (2053*) (2054**) [2061] (2062)
NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year, so expect adverse effect on your
health.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year, so must be extra careful else you get
adverse effect on your health.
3. Year in bracket [YEAR] is most Health Issues, while Year in (YEAR) is considered least possible
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impact on your health.

B2. Improving your Health
Medical science is so advanced now that, early detection also helps to give doctors
a better chance of curing your disease. Thus, allowing most people to be able to
lead a longer life.
There are many external factors beyond ba zi that will influence your health. Keeping
a good diet and having sufficient exercise helps to keep you healthy.
C. Wealth
Your have a total of 4 wealth luck (4 Direct Wealth and 0 Unexpected Wealth). This is
considered average wealth luck. Most average people have between 2-4 wealth luck.
Some of the additional earned luck and unexpected luck unfortunately comes during the
age period which you will not benefit too much like (during your youth and extreme old
age). So it means that you will not enjoy any major wealth luck from such deities during
your working age. You will still enjoy some luck every few years or so, but not as significant
as having a wealth deity in the major 10-yearly luck.
The only other way you can enjoy additional wealth luck is from people around you, ie your
spouse, your friends or your business partner etc. ie if in business working with a partner
that has lots of wealth luck will be beneficial for you, or having a supporting wife with wealth
luck will also benefit you etc. This is often what we like to term borrowing heaven luck from
others.
C1. Additional Direct Wealth (Zheng Cai)
Here are the period where there might be some direct wealth luck for you. Luck that
are in red or green should be extra careful as if you do not manage your wealth
properly, you might have some loss of wealth.








Minor Yearly Direct Wealth Luck in (1986) [1987] (1987)
Minor Yearly Direct Wealth Luck in (1996*) [1997**] (1997**)
Minor Yearly Direct Wealth Luck in (2006**) [2007] (2007)
Minor Yearly Direct Wealth Luck in (2016) [2017*] (2017*)
Minor Yearly Direct Wealth Luck in (2026) [2027**] (2027**)
Minor Yearly Direct Wealth Luck in (2036**) [2037] (2037)
Major Direct Wealth Luck [2043-2052], Especially in (2046) [2047] (2047)
NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year, so expect adverse effect on the
Direct Wealth Luck.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year, so must be extra careful else you get
adverse effect on the Direct Wealth Luck.
3. Year in bracket [YEAR] is most Direct Wealth Luck, while Year in (YEAR) is considered least
possible Direct Wealth Luck.

C2. Additional Unexpected Wealth (Pian Cai)
Here are the period where there might be some unexpected wealth luck for you.






Minor Yearly Unexpected Wealth Luck in [1986] (1988**) (1991**)
Minor Yearly Unexpected Wealth Luck in [1996*] (1998) (2001)
Minor Yearly Unexpected Wealth Luck in [2006**] (2008*) (2011)
Minor Yearly Unexpected Wealth Luck in [2016] (2018**) (2021**)
Minor Yearly Unexpected Wealth Luck in [2026] (2028) (2031)
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Minor Yearly Unexpected Wealth Luck in [2036**] (2038) (2041*)
Minor Yearly Unexpected Wealth Luck in [2046] (2048**) (2051**)
Major Unexpected Wealth Luck [2053-2062], Especially in [2056*] (2058)
(2061)
NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year, so expect adverse effect on the
Unexpected Wealth Luck.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year, so must be extra careful else you get
adverse effect on the Unexpected Wealth Luck.
3. Year in bracket [YEAR] is most Unexpected Wealth Luck, while Year in (YEAR) is considered least
possible Unexpected Wealth Luck.

D. Career
You have a Prosperity Star . This star will help you if your career/job involves art, fashion,
design and writing . Unfortunately, you are a Weak Water person. Which means that you
will not benefit as much from having a career with wealth or power and authority. You are
too weak to be able to control your wealth. Thus, you are much better of having a career
which suits you, rather then trying to constantly strengthen your Weak Water so as to
maintain the necessary balance to benefit from a Wealth/Power & Authority career.
Suitable Career
Metal Element Careers: Accountancy, Banking, Coin mintage, Entertainment,
Finance, Hardware, Investment, Jewelry, Loans, Management Consultancy,
Mechanical Engineering, Money, Organisation, Perfume, Politics, Railway etc
Water Element Careers: Advertising, Arts, Brewing, Communications, Computers,
Drinks, Healing, Laundry, Literature, Manufacturing, Media, Music, Therapy etc
If your career present career is related to any of the above career, you enjoy the benefit of
a suitable career. So your career path would be more suitable and thus having a better
luck. This should generally be true as long you are not adversely affected by your House
(Earth Luck).
D1. Possible Career Change Luck
Here are the period where it might be some movement in your career (ie change in
career or career level etc).






Minor Yearly Career Luck in [1989] [1992]
Major Career Luck [1993-2002], Especially in [2001]
Minor Yearly Career Luck in [2004]
Minor Yearly Career Luck in [2013] [2016]
Major Career Luck [2023-2032], Especially in [2025] [2028]
NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year, so expect adverse effect on the
your Career Luck.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year, so must be extra careful else you get
adverse effect on the Career Luck.

D2. Possible Competitors
Here are the period where it might be some competitors in your career.






Major Competitors [1983-1992], Especially in [1983] (1983) (1989) (1992)
Minor Yearly Competitors in [1993*] (1993*) (1999) (2002)
Minor Yearly Competitors in [2003**] (2003**) (2009**) (2012**)
Minor Yearly Competitors in [2013] (2013) (2019) (2022)
Minor Yearly Competitors in [2023] (2023) (2029*) (2032*)
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NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year, so expect adverse effect on your
career.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year, so must be extra careful else you get
adverse effect on your career.
3. Year in bracket [YEAR] has most Competitors, while Year in (YEAR) is considered least possible
impact on your career.

D3. Employer/Boss & Colleague
Having good/bad employer/boss can determine the kind of career luck you might
have. Having good/bad colleagues will also affect your performance in a company.
Thus, here are the list of compatible/uncompatible employer and colleagues:



Favourable
 Strong Metal, weak Water person especially born in Rabbit, Horse,
Pig Year
Unfavourable
 weak Wood, Strong Earth person especially born in Rat, Ox, Dog
Year

E. Business
Work for Others Type Person - You will find rather good prospect if you work for others
as opposed to being your own boss.
If you wish to go into business, then you will probably need to business partner. This way
you can then borrow luck from your partner to compensate what you lack personally.
E1. Business Opportunities
Here are the period where there might be some potential business opportunities luck
for you. Year in blue represent the better years to start business or expand your
business. Luck that are in red or green should be extra careful:







Minor Yearly Business Luck in (1986) [1987] (1987)
Minor Yearly Business Luck in (1996*) [1997**] (1997**)
Minor Yearly Business Luck in (2006**) [2007] (2007)
Minor Yearly Business Luck in (2016) [2017*] (2017*)
Minor Yearly Business Luck in (2026) [2027**] (2027**)
Minor Yearly Business Luck in (2036**) [2037] (2037)
Major Business Luck [2043-2052], Especially in (2046) [2047] (2047)
NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year, so expect adverse effect on the
Business Luck.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year, so must be extra careful else you get
adverse effect on the Business Luck.
3. Year in bracket [YEAR] is most Business Luck, while Year in (YEAR) is considered least possible
Business Luck.

E2. Business Partner
If you do intent to go into business or work with others. Here are the group of people
who will be favourable/unfavourable to you.




Favourable
 Strong Metal, weak Water person especially born in Rabbit, Horse,
Pig Year
Unfavourable
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weak Wood, Strong Earth person especially born in Rat, Ox, Dog
Year

F. Nobleman (Gui Ren) Luck
Here are the period where nobleman luck occur for you. Having such a nobleman luck
helps you in difficult time.








Minor Yearly Nobleman Luck in [1984*] [1987] [1989] [1992]
Major Nobleman Luck [1993-2002], Especially in [1996*] [1999] [2001]
Minor Yearly Nobleman Luck in [2004] [2008*] [2011]
Minor Yearly Nobleman Luck in [2013] [2016] [2020*]
Major Nobleman Luck [2023-2032], Especially in [2023] [2025] [2028] [2032*]
Minor Yearly Nobleman Luck in [2035] [2037] [2040]
Major Nobleman Luck [2043-2052], Especially in [2044*] [2047] [2049] [2052]
NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year but won't be so bad with nobleman aiding
you.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year and will be slightly better with nobleman aiding you.

G. Relationship Luck
G1. Romance / Marriage Luck
Here are the period where romance luck occur for you. Whether you can make use
of it to find your future partner, all depends on how much you socialise so as to give
yourself the opportunities. Or simply to improve or be careful about your existing
relationship.





Minor Yearly Romance Luck in [1984*] [1987]
Minor Yearly Romance Luck in [1996*] [1999]
Minor Yearly Romance Luck in [2008*] [2011]
Minor Yearly Romance Luck in [2020*]
NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year, be careful of potential romance
issue.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year, there will be some difficulties with relate to
romance.

G2. Friendship Luck
Here are the period where friendship luck occur for you. Having such a friendship
luck helps you in difficult time.









Minor Yearly Friendship Luck in (1985**) [1992]
Major Friendship Luck [1993-2002], Especially in (1995) [2002]
Minor Yearly Friendship Luck in (2005*) [2012**]
Minor Yearly Friendship Luck in (2015**) [2022]
Minor Yearly Friendship Luck in (2025) [2032*]
Minor Yearly Friendship Luck in (2035) [2042**]
Minor Yearly Friendship Luck in (2045**) [2052]
Minor Yearly Friendship Luck in (2055) [2062]
NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year, so expect adverse effect on the
Friendship Luck.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year, so must be extra careful else you get
adverse effect on the Friendship Luck.
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3. Year in bracket [YEAR] is most Friendship Luck, while Year in (YEAR) is considered least possible
Friendship Luck.

G3. Romance Partner / Friends
Here are the group of people who will be favourable/unfavourable to you either as
your life-long partner or friends.




Favourable
 Strong Metal, weak Water person especially born in Rabbit, Horse,
Pig Year
Unfavourable
 weak Wood, Strong Earth person especially born in Rat, Ox, Dog
Year

G4. Relationship with Partner
Ba Zi will not be able to tell you exactly how good or bad a relationship can be
simply based on your own individual chart. It takes two person for any relationship or
marriage to last. As long as two person truly love each other, then they will be able
to give and take each other's flaws. Thus, there should not be any issues for
relationship to last.


Spouse - The Heavenly and Earthly Pillars of the Day Pillar also represents
your Self & Spouse. As you are a Weak Water, this pillar means that you will
provide your Self & Spouse with strength and joy.

G4. Relationship with Family/Friends
Though ba zi does relate some of the main pillars to the various family members, it
is not able to tell you exactly how good or bad a relationship can be simply based on
your own individual chart. Occassional conflicts will always arise from time to time.
Nothing is perfect nor can every be told from your chart. So rather than worry about
the relationship between your family or friends. You should check out their ba zi
element and find out the element common to both of you so as to help reduce any
conflicts.
Meanwhile, here are the basic relationship that can be deduced from your ba zi
chart. More detail comparison requires a comparison with your ba zi.


Grandparents - The Heavenly and Earthly Pillars of the Year Pillar also
represents your Grandparents. As you are a Weak Water, your relationship
with Grandparents is pretty normal. Nothing major or significant.



Parents - The Heavenly and Earthly Pillars of the Month Pillar also
represents your Parents. As you are a Weak Water, your relationship with
Parents is pretty normal. Nothing major or significant.



Children - The Heavenly and Earthly Pillars of the Hour Pillar also represents
your Children. As you are a Weak Water, this pillar means that your Children
is likely to always find fault with you.

H. Education / Academic / Study Luck
Here are the period where academic luck occur for you. Having such a academic star aid
you in that year even if the luck period for that year isn't very auspicious. This is especially
useful for you to learn new skills etc.
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Major Academic Luck [1983-1992], Especially in [1986]
Minor Yearly Academic Luck in [1993*] [1998]
Minor Yearly Academic Luck in [2005*] [2010]
NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year, where you may have some troubles with
studies.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year, there will be some difficulties with studies.

I. Possible Migration/Change in Location Luck
Here are the period where it might be good/bad for migration or simply changing to a new
location or environment.






Minor Yearly Movement Luck in [1989] [1992]
Major Movement Luck [1993-2002], Especially in [2001]
Minor Yearly Movement Luck in [2004]
Minor Yearly Movement Luck in [2013] [2016]
Major Movement Luck [2023-2032], Especially in [2025] [2028]
NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year, so expect adverse effect on the your
Migration Luck.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year, so must be extra careful else you get adverse effect
on the Migration Luck.

J. Creativity Luck
Here are the period where Creativity luck occur for you. Having such a Creativity star aid
you in that year even if the luck period for that year isn't very auspicious. This can help you
in your career if it involves creativity.




Minor Yearly Creativity Luck in [1991**]
Minor Yearly Creativity Luck in [1994**]
Major Creativity Luck [2003-2012], Especially in [2003**] [2006**]
NOTE:
1. Year marked in red colour or YEAR** is a very inauspicious year, where you may have some troubles with
creativity.
2. Year marked in green colour or YEAR* is average year, there will be some difficulties with creativity.
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